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Bring out Your Dead
Digging up Print Reference Issues to Recommend What Is Next for a Collection
Julie Arendt, Nell Chenault, and John Glover
“You’ll be stone dead
in a moment.”

“He says he’s not dead.”

“I feel fine.”

“I’m getting better!”

Print Reference at Cabell Library

Reshelving Use Study

Why is it used? Why have it?

Rediscovering Reference Collections

Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) is a premier urban, public
research university. Its two main libraries in Richmond are James Branch
Cabell Library and Tompkins-McCaw Library for the Health Sciences.
Cabell is the primary library for VCU undergraduates and serves
graduate students in non-health fields.

Methodology: Book barcodes were scanned after shelf maintenance and
prior to reshelving. Data reports came from Ex Libris’ Alma. Cabell
Library Reference includes 8,922 print titles, 19,512 print items.

Reference materials are ideal to fulfill many research needs for both
master’s and undergraduate students. For example, master’s students
rely on lists of resources and experts in their field.[8] Although faculty may
provide such lists, many reference resources provide them as well.
A recent Ex Libris study on search and discovery [8, 9] found many users
have research needs that can be met by reference sources.

• Integrate reference resources within your ILS or discovery system.
Examples: Credo Reference, Reference Universe, Oxford Reference.
• Adjust result ranking or display and filter options in the catalog or
discovery tool to uncover reference resources.
• Integrate reference into library/information literacy instruction.
• Promote! Promote! Promote! through LibGuides, tours, blogs, news,
web site, screen displays, end-panel and face-out displays. [3]
• Circulate reference titles, or inter-shelve with general collections [5]

Cabell Library is undergoing a 93,000 sq. foot expansion. Notably, 90% of
new space will be for student use, not shelving.[1] In 2014, librarians
carried out a much-needed weeding project, after which they were still
unsatisfied with the size and usability of the print reference collection. We
investigated use of the print reference collection at Cabell Library and at
academic and research libraries in general to determine next steps.

581 Loans of 362 Titles Jan – Jun. 2015
Findings include:
• Many publication types saw use. Encyclopedia was the top type (21%).
• Top titles: The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music (12); Publication
Manual of the American Psychological Association (8); Handbook of
Analytical Techniques (8); Encyclopedia of Energy (8); DSM-IV-TR (7).
• Broad use across many LC subclasses.

Print Reference in a Time of Transition
Death appears imminent
• Library publications ask, “Is it dead yet?”[2] and question whether print
reference is “necessary,” or merely “nice.”[3] Others note an “ever
shrinking print environment,”[4] and are “dismantling the reference
collection.”[5]
• Online databases include components that began as reference books.
• 70% of Gale’s 2013 academic publishing was digital; e-book sales saw
approximately 5% growth, while print sales remained flat.[6]
• In a 2014 Charleston Conference report on academic libraries’
reference purchasing, 68% preferred online, 7% online only, and 4%
preferred print.[2]
• Publishers are losing market share to Google, Wikipedia, and other
free, online, crowd-sourced resources.[6]
• When surveyed, most ARL libraries’ heads of reference considered
their print reference collections too large or larger than ideal.[3]
However
• Illustrations may be limited or eliminated online due to rights issues.
• Online replacements have not appeared for some “legacy” reference
works, particularly covering material prior to 1970s. These titles are not
available through online archives.
• Pricing and licensing for online does not always compare with print.
Thus
• Format decisions are still made title by title.

Cabell Library Print Reference Collection
LC Classes with the Most Use

"I think we need to re-consider the old definitions and uses of the
reference collection. I don't think they are necessarily still valid, and I
think there are other needs that are going unmet, that a reference
collection might assist. Maybe we shouldn't even call it a reference
collection anymore. Maybe it should be more like a "discovery"
collection."
-- Librarian response to internal survey at Cabell Library

P / Language and Literature
H / Social Sciences & Business
L / Education
Q / Science
B / Philosophy, Psychology & Religion
R / Medicine

How to Revive a Print Reference Collection
If a print reference collection is to stay alive in high-traffic areas, the area
will be more lively if it is usable and appealing. Physical changes to the
shelving can add to the appeal, such as…
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“We know that Google has already proven reference
necessary. Otherwise why would Wikipedia be the first
entry on every page?”
-- Carol Helton, Credo Reference [10]

What use wasn’t counted?
Reshelving studies document significant undercounting of reference
material usage, anywhere from 33% to 95%, and one study found that
instances of use under ten minutes went entirely uncounted.[7]

Research & Teaching Librarians’ Use

Ways to Kill a Print Reference Collection
Library space and librarian time are limited.
Print reference may be pushed into a back
corner – literally and figuratively. Death can
be hasten by inattention and reduced
usability.
To kill a print reference collection…
• Provide insufficient, inadequate signage.
• Pack books tightly. Pinch patron fingers!
• Put electrical outlets in the aisles.
• Eliminate empty spaces for setting a book
during quick lookup.
• Remove nearby tables.
• Interfile specialized periodical indexes
with general-interest reference titles.
• Weed only during a space crisis.
• Don’t track use.
• Declare it moribund and banish it.

“First, we found that searching is accompanied by learning. For example,
master’s students often need to begin their research by learning the
relevant terminology; they may start with creating a list of keywords that
they then use for searching for material about their research area. Only
after finding the general information do they drill down to specific topics.
Undergraduates also often need to understand the general topic of their
assignment before they move on to more specialized material.”[9,
emphasis added]
-- Stohn, Ex Libris

How often do you use the
print reference collection?
Weekly, 10%
(1)

What is the Right Size?

Half and Half

Similar Libraries,
Different Print Reference Collection Sizes
Bowling Green State University
(2008)[11]
Virginia Commonwealth University
Cabell Library (2014/2015)

Never: 10%
(1)

Endcaps

University of Louisville (2012,
projected)[12]
Wayne State Graduate Library
(2008)[13]

Monthly: 20%
(2)

University of Louisville (2014)[4]
Yearly: 30%
(3)
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More than once
per semester: 10%
(1)
Every semester, 20% (2)

“Who’s
that
then?”
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We still add new print books to Cabell Library Reference, across
most subject areas:
FY2014 155 titles; 365 items
FY 2015 275 titles; 508 items
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